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ABSTRACT

In this submission we propose and introduce methods for the MIREX 2018 Music and/or Speech Detection. For music detection, we propose to use CNN with mel-scale kernels. The parameters of the mel-scale kernels in CNN are learned from spectrograms of a mixed data set. For speech detection, we introduce RNN with bidirectional GRU whose model is trained by mel-scale spectrograms of a broadcast data set. Finally, frame-based classification results are smoothed with a median filter to produce event-level segments.

1. INTRODUCTION

The music and/or speech task suggested in MIREX 2018 consists of four sub-tasks: Music detection, speech detection, music and speech detection, and music relative loudness estimation. Among these sub-tasks, we implement music detection, speech detection, and music and speech detection using deep neural networks. Music signals have less temporal variation than speech signals, and have an energy distribution mostly concentrated in the specific frequency region. Considering this fact, we use Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) to detect music and speech segments, respectively.

2. PREPROCESSING

First, we downsample the input wave of 22,050 Hz sampling rate to 16 kHz because we want to utilize the existing abundant music and speech data of 16 kHz sampling rate. Then, we compute log power coefficients (spectrogram) of short time Fourier transform (STFT) with the 25ms window size, 10ms shift size, and 512-point FFT (fast Fourier transform). The spectrogram is used as CNN input for music detection. In addition, the mel-scale spectrogram is obtained by multiplying the spectrogram by 64 mel-filters [1] and is used as input of RNN for speech detection. The final dimension of each feature vector of CNN and RNN is 257×101 and 64×101, respectively, by splicing 50 frames on either side.

3. DEEP NEURAL NETWORK STRUCTURES

3.1 CNN for music detection

We use a CNN with a mel-scale convolutional layer and 3 convolutional layers appended with 2 fully connected feed-forward layers and a softmax layer for class output. The mel-scale convolutional layer uses a mel-scale kernel. That is, the column size of kernel is equal to the number of FFT points contained in each mel-scale bin. Figure 1 compares the convolutional layers with fixed-size kernels (a) and mel-scale kernels (b). We expect that the mel-scale convolutional layer can extract more robust feature from the spectrogram for music detection. The row size of a mel-scale kernel is 5 with stride 1, the number of filters in the mel-scale convolutional layer is 3, and the activation function is hyperbolic tangent. The subsequent three conventional convolutional layers of the CNN have 32, 64, and 128 filters, respectively. Each convolutional layer has a 3x3 kernel with stride 1, ReLU (rectified linear unit) [2] activation function, and 2x2 max pooling with stride 2.

The detailed structure of the CNN is shown in Figure 2. The CNN was trained for 50 epochs with cross entropy loss function, Adam optimizer, mini-batch size of 300, learning rate of 0.001, and dropout probability of 0.4.

3.2 RNN for speech detection

We use the RNN which is composed of bidirectional GRU (gated recurrent unit) [3] for speech detection. The RNN consists of three bidirectional GRU layers, and the...
number of hidden nodes of each GRU layer is 1024. The detailed structure of the RNN is shown in Figure 3. The RNN was trained for 5 epochs with cross entropy loss function, Adam optimizer, mini-batch size of 300, learning rate of 0.0001, and dropout probability of 0.4.

4. POST PROCESSING

We apply a median filter to the frame-by-frame detection results in order to obtain the smoothed segmentation results. The size of median filter is 5 second and 1 second for music and speech detection, respectively.

5. TRAINING DATA SETS

We used two sets of data to train the model for music and/or speech detection. The first data set is the mixed data set. This data set was created by mixing music, speech and noise; we used 25h of library music (song, classic, instrument, etc.), 25h of the librivox (speech) in MUSAN database [4], and 2h 46m of the ESC-50 database (noise) [5]. The second data set is 35h 47m of broadcast data (drama, documentary, news, kids, and so on) in the Spanish, British English, and German languages. The broadcast data were manually tagged for music and speech sections. We used the mixed data set to train CNN models for music detection, and used the broadcast data set to train RNN models for speech detection.

6. SUBMITTED PROGRAMS

We submitted three programs. The first one is a music detection program whose parameters are learned by using mel-scale spectrogram without a mel-scale convolutional layer. The second is a music detection program with the proposed mel-scale convolutional layer. Both the first and second programs were trained by using only the mixed data set. The third is a speech detection program with bi-directional GRU, which was trained by using only the broadcast data set.
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